Overbrook High School Team Spec Sheet

Teams Members: (clockwise from left): Patrick Fulton, Junior Age 17, Lamar Sojourner Senior Age 19, Jorddan Thornton Sophomore Age 17, Nkingi Jones Sophomore Age 16, Rhamir Workman Sophomore Age 16, Shakir Matthie Freshman Age 15, Matthew Mason Junior Age 17

SCHOOL: Overbrook High School

HOME STATE: Pennsylvania

DISTANCE TRAVELED: 7781 Km

FIRST YEAR MATE PARTICIPANTS: Yes

AVERAGE TEAMMEMBER AGE: 17 years old

ROV Specs

ROV NAME: Resurrector

TOTAL ROV COST: $562.72

SAFETY FEATURES: Fuses provide a safety for the electrical system. Careful construction eliminates potential hazards

SPECIAL FEATURES: Specially designed hydrophone, hooks, and temperature probe.

PRIMARY MATERIAL: High quality PVC pipe.

TOTAL WEIGHT: 3.9044 KM